Non Science Nonsense
The problem with insatiable greed is that it is….insatiable. There exist among us a group
of mega-wealthy megalomaniacs, who have a lust for power that knows no bounds. The
world is their monopoly game and their fellow humans are mere place chips to be pushed
and shredded for their delight. These demonic demigods have been consolidating their
power for centuries and have set their ‘carbon control trap’ to leverage their complete
planetary domination.
The East Anglia Event Horizon, on Nov 19, 2009 was a watershed moment in scientific
and human history. The hacked Hadley emails pulled the curtain on the greatest FRAUD
ever perpetrated on the public. The post industrial monopoly playing pump and dump
syndicate made two tactical errors. First, that their well-woven web would not be
prematurely disclosed.
The second error was that science was just another commodity that could be pumped and
dumped with the same ease as a credit default swap, a derivative or a hedge fund. True
scientists are the most objective, most informed and most moral sub-set in the entire
human population. Despite two decades of government and Wall Street propaganda, the
failed hypothesis of human caused climate change was still totally transparent.
Hadley huckster, Phil Jones stated that the “published emails do not read well”, but in
fact they read quite well. The Hadley emails show the level of manipulation,
coordination and concealment necessary to foist a world class fraud. Part of that
manipulation involved the peer review process and the presumed neutral presenters of
science facts, the peer review journals.
Renown hockey stick de-bunker, Ross McKitrick has an article, “Circling the
Bandwagons: My Adventures Correcting the IPCC” which details the warmist bias of
seven peer review publications. This behavior is endemic in the mass media. In a world
of nanosecond response, it is interesting how the Jurassic Press responded since the
Climategate disclosure six months ago.
Pseudo-science periodicals, Popular Science and Popular Mechanics have both run
numerous articles on green energy and carbon footprints every issue for the last six
months and not a mention of any unsettling of false climate science. One of the editors of
these magazines responded to this author saying “why should I believe you when 95% of
the professional climatologists conclude otherwise”. Discover magazine has followed
the same template until this month.
In the April 2010 issue of Discover there is an article on the rapid melting of the
Greenland ice cap and book review of “Making a Life on a Tough New Planet”, a
warmist tome. Another article is hard to mention with a straight face, “Beavers Sign Up
to Fight Climate Change”. Supposedly, leaky twig dams built by these rodents offset the
effects of amplified flood/drought cycles caused by human burning of fossil fuels.
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Rodents play a pivotal role in the climate tale. It is the ‘rats’ on Wall Street who bought
out the government and academia. It is the little ‘mice’ at East Anglia and Penn State
that sold out our beloved science. And on February 2, 2010 another Pennsylvania rodent
broke all American Meteorological records by correctly predicting six additional weeks
of winter for the northeast. Discover magazine then broke their silence and exposed its
readers to the possibility of climate orthodoxy conflict.
Cover story, “After Climategate, Coming Clean About Global Warming” is an interview
with the creator of the world’s greatest hockey stick, Michael Mann and admitted middle
of the road advocate, Judith Curry. What bold journalistic balance, a warmist and a luke
warmist discuss warming. The predictably tepid ‘debate’ answered the need for
immediate government intervention like this:
DIS: What about risk ? Isn’t it worth heading off even a small risk of catastrophe ?
JC: Oh, absolutely.
DIS: Do you subscribe to the argument that today’s climate models are crude and
Need to be taken with a grain of salt ?
JC: No, I think the climate models are becoming quite sophisticated. We learn a lot
from simulations. But keep in mind that these are scenario simulations. They’re
not really forecasts. They don’t know what the volcano eruptions are going to be.
They don’t know what the exact solar cycles are going to be. There are a whole
host of forcing uncertainties in the 21st century that we don’t know.
Mike Mann does his usual chest thumping about the “stolen emails” and the “serious
criminal breach”. He then trumpets his whitewash on three of four counts of misconduct
by the Penn State inquiry board. Any difference from his contrived orthodoxy is just the
product of “the so-called denial machine” and not from true understanding of his flawed
hypothesis or his manipulated data sets.
It is ironic that in the same issue, Discover touts the courage of Galileo in challenging the
flat Earth hypothesis and three radical theories that challenge Einstein’s ideas of space
and time. The latter states, “Physicists should not spin any theories that require the
existence of things, such as multiverses, that cannot be disproved”….but oddly, the rest
of the science community must accept the warmist spun hypothesis, which also cannot be
disproved.
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The article “Impossible Particles” describes Galactic supernova explosions which bath
the Earth in 100 million times the normal number of cosmic rays. Discover seems to
support diversity of opinion on every subject except human caused climate change.
Subscribers should never accept the token Curry/Mann interview to be a resolution to the
climate conflict.
The Curry comment on forcing factors is worth revisiting. Climate is the final, visible
effect of the sum of energy transfers from a variety of sources. The three greatest, in no
order of magnitude are Galactic, Solar and terrestrial radiation. The Universe has a
heartbeat of gravity and energy waves. These affect both the Earth and the Sun. The Sun
has minor fluctuation in total energy, but great variation in various frequency ranges.
The Earth’s geo-nuclear reactions are governed by both of these forces and are not
constant. These are just some of the unknown climate forcing factors.
Mankind does not know the relationship of all of these forces, cannot control these forces
and is in no way responsible for the results of these forces. What mankind can do is
identify and control the forces that have chosen to demonize humans and carbon dioxide
for the benefit of the privileged ruling elite.
Until 1989 the single greatest act of cowardice had been Neville Chamberlain’s ‘Munich
Accord’ with Der Fuehrer. During Tiananmen Square the world teetered on the edge of
universal democracy. King Bush the First ended that hope and cast a billion Chinese into
continued bondage. King Bush I also bumped human caused research funds from $20
million per year to $2 billion by federal funding of ‘endangerment finding’ research.
Funny thing, when you fund findings for danger, danger is all you find. Two unbroken
decades of this wasteful spending did indeed convince some that the sky was falling. It
also bought the complete cooperation of the fledgling climate scientists. Those not bribed
directly were silenced out of respect for their ‘profession’. That explains the 95% of
climatologists support for AGW mentioned by the Popular Mechanics editor.
Wrapping climatology in the science mantle was premature and undeserved when
compared to the traditional sciences. Imagine the dangerous world we would live in if
material science had a three day prediction rate of just 50%. Bridges would collapse
during construction, planes would fall apart on their test flights, OH WAIT. Those things
did happen and true science analyzed the failures and took corrective action.
If the ‘climate science’ community continues its silence on the AGW fraud, then it is
incumbent on the balance of the science community to publicly rebuke them. Science is
the vanguard for civilization and has no business distorting itself for political motives,
even if there is perceived benevolence. In this case the political motive is demonic
population control and reduction.
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The Blessed Hadley Hacking has exposed the false science of human caused warming. It
prematurely tipped the elitist hand and they are in a mad scramble to put their draconian
plans in place before their victims awake. Robbed of the warming argument, the carbon
tax, trading schemes and funding, the evil elite must face defeat. The elite’s villainous
reign has reached its end game with one thing left for me to tell. I will be a hound on
their heels from here unto hell. That Lucifer palace from whence they came, that warmist
world that they know so well.
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